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“Fight or Farm”: Canadian Farmers
and the Dilemma of the War Effort
in World War I (1914-1918)
by Mourad Djebabla

Introduction

W

hen Britain declared war on Germany on 4
August 1914, patriotic feeling ran high in
Canadian cities, but rural Canada was less
demonstrative. In the summer of 1914,
farmers were busy with their harvests. But
they were no less concerned with the conflict: it was their
fields that would supply the soldiers overseas with food.
Canada was a dominion of the British Empire, and its
colonial status meant that it was automatically involved in
Britain’s conflict. Canada became an active participant in the
imperial war effort, working not only to meet Britain’s military needs, but also to provide economic and food support.
Before 1914, Canada was already an exporter of food to the
British market. 1 Indeed, agriculture was the primary link
between the Dominion and its mother country in peacetime.
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The ‘gifts’ that Canada and each of its provinces made to
Britain at the beginning of the war illustrate this: for example,
one million sacks of flour were sent by the federal government, and another 500,000 sacks by Ontario, while Quebec
contributed four million pounds of cheese.2
As the Allies’ hopes for a short war faded after September
1914, the agricultural sector was mobilized, along with the
rest of the economy.3 Britain had to exploit the resources of its
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colonies and dominions for its own benefit. Because of its
geographical location, Canada, as well as the rest of North
America, assumed a leading role in the effort to supply Britain,
which was under pressure at the time from German submarine
warfare. Given the situation, the Canadian government’s policies of higher-than-usual food production from 1915 to 1918
encouraged farmers to continue to supply the domestic market, while also producing more goods to meet the demand
from overseas.

Discussion

F

rom the beginning of the war in August 1914, the rural
newspapers had been saying that farmers had the specific
duty to support and nourish the soldiers. This contrasted with
the urban press, which called for everyone to mobilize to support the Empire at the front.5 But people in farming communities, which had been losing residents through migration to the
cities since the late-19th Century, took a dim view of the idea
of serving at the front. On 13 August 1914, in response to a
The British authorities wanted Canada to send both sol- rumour circulating in the Beauce region that all the men would
diers and food, and newspapers in rural Canada echoed the be sent off to the war, L’Éclaireur reassured its readers, saying
message that it was farmers’ duty to produce bigger crops so that recruitment in Canada would be on a voluntary basis, and
that Canada would be able to meet Britain’s needs. In October that the farmers’ duty was to work the land.6 The federal
1914, the newspaper L’Éclaireur, from the Beauce agricultural Minister of Agriculture reassured farmers with his first
region south of Québec City, reprinted an excerpt from the Canada-wide food production campaign, “Patriotism and
Westminster Gazette in which the authorities in London made Production,” in 1915. The campaign urged farmers to increase
their expectations clear: “We are proud of the troops Canada is wheat production in Canada at any price to feed Britain, maksending us, but we also expect wheat, which next year will be ing them indispensable in the fields. But not everyone accepted
even more necessary for our national security [translation].”4 that definition of the role of Canada’s farmers—especially the
But from a rural point of view, the farmers’
military authorities, who had to (also at any
relationship to the war effort was not so
price) find men to fill their battalions.
“Regional and cultural
simple. The problem was that it was difficult
Throughout the war, despite the federal
differences aside,
to know which duty was more pressing: stay
Minister of Agriculture’s annual food proCanadian farmers on
in Canada and work the land to produce
duction policies, military recruiters were
food, or, as recruiters were urging Canadian
covering the length and breadth of the
the whole were not
men to do, join the Canadian Expeditionary
Canadian countryside. That pressure intensidisposed to enlist…”
Force and fight in Europe?
fied as the federal government kept increas-
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operation of his farm. On the other hand, city dwellers could
easily be replaced at the factory or the store, often by women.
If a young farmer wanted to enlist, he had to rent out his
farm or entrust it to the care of a neighbour. That could have
repercussions, as was revealed in a letter written by a
Saskatchewan soldier who returned home from the front in
the summer of 1918:
This place has been uncultivated since 1914; on
joining the Army, August 1914, I obtained a promise
from a neighbour to rent it during my absence, on
the usual terms. He, however, failed to do so, without notifying me, then overseas, of this failure on his
part; and on my return I find the place very considerably grown up with weeds.11
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There were also expenses involved in running a farm, and
the farmers had to produce crops in order to pay their bills. To
do that, they needed to stay at home. In the first Contingent of
the Canadian Expeditionary Force in 1914, those who enlisted
in large numbers were unemployed men from the cities, for
whom going to war was a way to escape their situation, and
British immigrants, who still felt a close connection with their
mother country.12

Sir Robert Borden, 1918. Painting by Harrington Mann.

ing the numbers of fighting men it sought to recruit for the
Canadian Expeditionary Force. After the first 30,000 volunteers in the summer of 1914, Prime Minister Robert Borden
set further objectives on 29 October 1915 (250,000 men), and
in January 1916, 500,000 men.7 Given the difficulty officers
were having in filling their ranks from urban
centres alone, more pressure was exerted on
rural communities from 1915 onward.

Even with the federal “Patriotism and Production” campaign in full swing, the harvests of 1915 did not stop recruiters from visiting the countryside, as described in an article in
the Saskatoon Phoenix about the raising of the 65th Battalion.
The officer acknowledged the difficulty of recruiting at that
time of year when everyone was working in the fields—half
his battalion was on leave for the harvest13—but recruiting had
to continue.14 Even The Globe, writing about the 1915 harvest
in Ontario, recognized the negative effect that recruitment
could have, given the labour shortage it caused.15

If a farmer enlisted, there would be
serious consequences with respect to the
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Regional and cultural differences aside,
Canadian farmers on the whole were not
disposed to enlist: In 1916, they made up
only 8.5 percent of volunteers.8 In total,
from 1914 to 1918, out of the 600,000 men
that constituted the Canadian Expeditionary
Force, only 100,000 were farmers. 9 The
Montreal newspaper La Presse published a
brochure, “Nos volontaires sous les armes”
[Our volunteers in arms], that responded to
accusations made by the urban Ontario press
that Quebec was not doing its duty. La
Presse pointed out that, unlike the Ontario
population, the French-Canadian population
in Quebec was mostly made up of farmers.
But, like the farmers in Ontario or
Saskatchewan, those in Quebec preferred to
continue working the land and profit from
the war while doing their ‘duty.’10
British Prime Minister David Lloyd George and Canada’s Minister of Militia Sam Hughes
addressing Canadian troops,
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Recruiting officers, who were focused upon filling the
battalions, complained that farmers were not interested in supporting Canada’s army. An officer in Simcoe County, Ontario,
reported that he “… was surprised when at home the other day
to learn that recruiting had practically come to an end in
Barrie, and that no young men were offering for active service. (...) Are the young men afraid of hardship or of being
shot? (...) Wake up boys!”16 The situation was the same in
rural Saskatchewan, where recruiters were trying to find men
for the 53rd Battalion.17 In the autumn of 1915, the Minister of
Militia announced that from then on recruitment in rural areas
would be carried out locally, not by the units trying to fill
positions. That decision gave rise to the “rural battalions.”18
Recruiting officers travelled through the Quebec and Ontario
countryside by train in order to reach even the most remote
farms.19 Among the rural units raised were the 178th Battalion,
recruited in Quebec’s Eastern Townships, and the 153rd
Battalion, most of whose members were recruited in Guelph,
Ontario, in 1916.20 However, local recruiting did not produce
the desired results, so on 15 August 1916, the federal government appointed recruiting directors in each military district.
The intent was to put a better structure in place for recruitment, given the steady decline in the number of volunteers,21
from 32,705 in March 1916, to just 8675 in July of that year.22
In addition, from 1916 onward, pressure from patriotic associations intensified. But as the government continued to

increase its recruiting targets for the Canadian Expeditionary
Force, voices were raised in the financial sector, notably that
of the president of Canadian Pacific, Lord Shaughnessy, who
urged that the available agricultural workers be kept in
Canada.23 According to The Globe, the impact of recruitment
upon the farm labour supply began to be felt in 1916. In rural
areas, each new recruit meant one less person to help with the
harvests, and that affected the quantity and quality of the
crops produced.24
The farmers’ associations were pressuring the federal
government to take that problem into consideration in its
recruiting policy in order to ensure the success of the food
production campaigns. For example, in February 1916, at the
end of their second annual convention in Toronto, the United
Farmers of Ontario passed a resolution, which they then published in rural Ontario newspapers. It emphasized the importance of farmers remaining in their fields to support the British
war effort, and pointed out that recruitment was undermining
that support.25 In the West, at the annual convention of the
Saskatchewan Grain Growers’ Association in February 1916,
association president J.H. Maharg gave a speech stating that
the Empire needed food, and that it was the farmers’ duty to
produce it. Therefore, their place was in the fields. Maharg did
not question the need for recruitment but, like the Ontario
farmers,26 he urged that sources of recruitment other than the
rural population be found, in particular by mobilizing workers
from industries that were deemed non-essential.27
In July 1915, the Beauce newspaper L’Éclaireur asserted
that Canada had sent enough men to fight overseas, and that it
was time to concentrate on supporting the war effort from
Canada, with the same importance being placed upon agricultural production as upon munitions.28 The paper’s position was
very similar to that of the English-Canadian farmers, and it
echoed that of the French-Canadian nationalists, especially
Henri Bourassa. Bourassa believed that, rather than draining
itself of its life blood, Quebec could make an ample contribution to the war effort through its industries and agriculture. As
early as September 1914, he warned the Canadian government
of the dangers of sending farm labourers overseas. 29 In
December 1914, Bourassa created controversy when he
expressed that point of view in a speech in Toronto. At a time
when that city’s attention was focused upon recruitment, he
argued that food production should take priority. His North
American view of the contribution to the war in Europe was
consistent with that of the farmers:
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[O]n 17 December 1914, in the midst of an unrelenting uproar that lasted for an hour, Mr Bourassa read
these words: “Just a few weeks ago, one of the most
prominent newspapers in London, the Westminster
Gazette, was obliged to remind us that we can better
serve the mother country and the Empire by producing wheat than by raising soldiers,” and a group of
soldiers brandishing the Union Jack rushed the platform, forcibly interrupting the meeting.30 [translation]
That approach was not well received in 1914, but it became
unavoidable as the war continued. In Canada, as long as the
agricultural war effort and efforts to recruit new units were car-
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In the cities, that attitude was interpreted as proof that
farmers were putting their own personal interests first while
others were making sacrifices.32 R. Matthew Bray notes that
in Ontario, the urban centres, which were the primary source
of recruits, expected rural areas to do their fair share.33 The
Globe was a very early critic of the farmers’ reluctance to join
the army.34 In an article that appeared on 22 January 1915, the
paper even called upon rural men to show more patriotism
toward the Empire by donning a uniform: “Is rural Ontario
losing its Imperial spirit? (…) Will the rural regiments allow
the city regiments to put them to shame?”35 Viewed from the
cities, the apparent quiet of the countryside made it seem a
world apart, disconnected from the fighting overseas. City
dwellers may have resented what appeared to be farmers’
lesser involvement with the Canadian Expeditionary Force.
The two perspectives were very different because people in
the cities, who were being subjected to pressure from recruiters every day,36 did not (or did not want to) understand the
importance of food production, which was constantly being
hammered home in the rural newspapers.

Henri Bourassa in July 1917.

The farmers justified their position
with regard to recruiting by pointing to the
federal government’s policies, which
instructed them to increase food production
to support the Empire. They argued that
those who stayed in Canada had a specific
duty to fulfil in order to support the war
effort. Indeed, the farmers could point to
government publications from 1915–1916—
especially the Agricultural War Book produced by the Ministry of Agriculture, which
set objectives for them to reach—as support
for their decision to stay in Canada. After
all, the federal agricultural production campaigns depicted food as a weapon to be
used in defeating the enemy. In
Saskatchewan, during the 1916 federal food
production campaign, “Production and
Thrift,” the Saskatoon Phoenix related an
incident in which farmers flatly refused to
enlist, citing the Minister of Agriculture’s
expectations of them.31
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ried out simultaneously, there was an inconsistency. How could
the federal government allow both campaigns to be pursued at
the same time without establishing which should take priority?
The problem would intensify and later culminate in the conscription crisis. Some farmers simply did not understand the
positions taken by their federal and provincial governments,
which were asking them to increase their production while
simultaneously exhorting them to enlist.

Rural people did not appreciate such accusations. On
22 August 1916, the Canadian Military Gazette published a
letter from a farmer’s wife. She took issue with an article
which had created the impression that farmers were disinclined to enlist because they preferred to profit from the war.
In her opinion, accusing farmers of being profiteers belittled
the genuine patriotism shown by farmers in the war effort,
women’s work in the fields to compensate for the labour shortage, and the ‘vital’ needs of Great Britain, for which it was the
farmers’ duty to meet.37 Rural Ontarians may have been less
demonstrative in their patriotism, but they were no less loyal
to the Empire. From the rural point of view, the duty of farmers was to produce food, and that of the cities was to provide
men to send to the front.38 The mutual incomprehension
between the farmers and the military authorities became even
more pronounced when conscription became an issue.

Sir Sam Hughes, Minister of Militia in the Borden government, 1911-1916.
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The history of conscription in Canada
has been depicted largely in terms of ethnic
conflict, with an emphasis upon the opposition to the measure by French Canadians in
Quebec. But it has also been characterized
in terms of the position taken by rural
Canada. 39 The Canadian government
imposed conscription in response to international political events and the military
situation on the Western Front. In 1917, the
Allies were hard pressed, what with intense
submarine warfare, the fall of the Eastern
Front with Russia’s surrender, the bloody
defeat of the French–British offensive in
the spring of 1917, heavy Canadian losses
suffered during the taking of Vimy Ridge,
and the Germans’ determination to push
through the Western Front before the massive arrival of American soldiers, which
was expected after the United States entered
the war in April.

French Canadian officers of the first French Canadian battalion to be formed under conscription, nearly all of whom went to the 22 nd Battalion, the ‘Vandoos.’
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Meanwhile, the number of new Canadian recruits had
been declining since as far back as 1915, and it was no longer
sufficient to replace the soldiers being lost at the front. For
example, in April 1917, after the Battle of Vimy Ridge, in
spite of the loss of an estimated 13,477 men [fatal and nonfatal casualties ~ Ed.], there were only 5530 new volunteers.40
In 1917, the Canadian Expeditionary Force suffered the loss
of an estimated 129,890 men, but only 64,139 new soldiers
were recruited.41

Soldiers advancing across No-Man’s-Land.

On 18 May 1917, four days after his return from the
Imperial War Conference” in London, Robert Borden
announced to Parliament that he intended to impose conscription to support the Canadian troops.42 The conscription bill
was introduced on 11 June, and it gave rise to a long period of
debate. Rural Canada’s opposition to conscription, which went
beyond a mere cultural opposition between French Canadians
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and English Canadians, made the debates on the issue more
complex than Borden could have imagined.43 The farmers
believed that conscription would aggravate the problem caused
by the pressure recruiting officers were putting on rural areas
by depriving the countryside of the strong men needed for
farm labour. Those concerns were expressed in the House of
Commons by the farmers’ representatives during the period of
debates on the bill. On the second reading, Liberal Opposition
Leader Wilfrid Laurier, who had strong support in the Prairies
at the time, moved that a referendum be held, as had been
done in Australia, but his motion was
defeated. The Act was passed on third
reading on 24 July 1917, and it came into
effect on 29 August 1917.44
The Ottawa Citizen accused the federal government of ignoring the need to
conserve strength in Canada, if it was useful for industry or agriculture. 45 On the
other hand, the urban press, which was
close to the government, recognized the
importance of conscription in view of the
military situation, and it expressed confidence in the government’s ability to distinguish between people who would be useful
at home, and those who would be useful at
the front.46 The fiercest opponents of conscription were farmers and industrial workers, the groups that were reluctant to enlist.
The issue had provoked demonstrations,
often violent ones, by industrial labourers
in urban and industrial centres, especially
in Quebec and Ontario.47 Farmers’ resistance was generally less visible and less spectacular, but the
rural newspapers expressed the same concerns. In farming
communities, the main argument put forward against conscription was that it would interfere with farmers’ ability to plant,
cultivate and harvest their crops. To justify their opposition to
conscription, the farmers maintained that it was not only in
their own interest, but also consistent with the national and
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Farmers who did not obtain an exemption had to leave
everything behind. On 6 January 1918, Saskatachewan’s
Minister of Agriculture wrote to the Minister of Militia to tell
him that in his province, enforcement of the Military Service
Act meant that many young farmers who were conscripted had
to auction off their equipment and livestock. Taking an alarmist tone in order to emphasize the harmful effects of conscription on food production, the Minister of Agriculture warned
that many fields would not be cultivated. However, the
Minister of Militia merely replied that it was up to the exemption tribunals to judge each case.58
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On 13 October 1917, once the harvest was in, despite the
disruption caused by the process of submitting applications to
the exemption tribunals, the Class 1 concripts (childless single
men and widowers aged 20 to 34) were ordered to report to
the military authorities no later than 10 November. The
Minister of Militia asked for 25,000 conscripts initially, then
another 10,000 per month.59 It was not until 3 January 1918,
after the federal election of 17 December 1917, that the first
20,000 conscripts were ordered to report to the armouries.
Some refused to report, forcing the federal government to
track them down.

Monseigneur Paul Bruchèsi, Archbishop of Montréal.

The local exemption tribunals had to make their decisions
based upon the conditions in their jurisdiction. They could
decide to keep an individual in Canada if he was deemed

Vol. 13, No. 2, Spring 2013

The farmers were becoming more and more discontented
about not receiving a mass exemption. They had had great
expectations of the tribunals, believing that they would recognize the role played by farmers in the war effort. Faced with
these growing recriminations and the threat of lower production in 1918, as well as the federal election of December
1917, and the Allies’ increasing difficulty in ensuring their
food supply, the Canadian government had to take a position.
On 12 October 1917, Robert Borden formed a Union govern-
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supranational interest, for them to stay home and feed the indispensable to the local economy, and, by extension, the
troops of Great Britain and its allies. In response to those con- national economy.50 Not only farmers, but also industrial and
cerns, it was decided that the law would not go into effect in commercial workers could apply for exemptions.51 According
farming communities until mid-October, so that the farmers to the federal authorities, in February 1918, the majority of
could finish harvesting their crops from the
exemptions were granted to farmers, while
summer of 1917. Thus, the major impact of
the majority of the appeals were from indi“The local exemption
the legislation would be on the planting and
viduals who claimed that they could help
tribunals had to make
harvests of 1918.
with food production. 52 According to the
their decisions based
official figures, in 1918, out of the total of
In order to show that it was not disre161,981 farmers who applied for exempupon the conditions in
garding the importance of food production,
tions, only 20,449 were refused.53 In 1917,
their jurisdiction.”
the Canadian government, rather than
out of a total of 404,395 men eligible for
exempt all farmers from conscription,
conscription under the Military Service Act,
decided that individual cases would be reviewed by exemption 380,510 requested exemptions, leaving only 24,000 conscripts
tribunals. Only the tribunals would decide on an exemption, available.54 In all, by the end of 1917, 380,510 requests for
based upon whether or not the farmer in question was recog- exemptions had been made and 278,779 had been granted by
nized as being essential for carrying out the work on his the tribunals.55
land.48 In 1917, 1387 local exemption tribunals were estabHowever, some of the tribunals’ decisions were called
lished. Each had two members: one designated by a
Parliamentary selection committee, and the other by a judge into question. On the Prairies, farmers complained that some
from the county or district. Their decisions could be appealed tribunals were refusing exemptions, even though the conto one of 195 appellate tribunals, which consisted of a judge scripts could not be spared from their farms.56 Moreover, John
appointed by the province’s Chief Justice. Appellate tribunal Herd Thompson noted that English Canadians on the Prairies
decisions could be appealed one last time to the Central were irritated by the inflexibility of the tribunals’ process for
Appeal Tribunal, whose decision was final.49
granting or refusing exemptions. It seemed to Westerners that
the tribunals were not as harsh in French-Canadian districts, or
in Quebec.57
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because he was the only person available to help his elderly father and
younger brother cultivate 150 acres near
Weston.65 The judgment, delivered by
Lyman P. Duff, a justice of the Supreme
Court, was published in newspapers
across Canada66 under the authority of
the Office of the Director of Public
Information, the official Canadian propaganda organization set up in 1917.
The publication of that judgment during
the federal election was a communication strategy designed to show the
Union government’s concern for the
farmers. It was a way of calming their
discontent so that the rural vote would
not go to Wilfrid Laurier’s Liberals,
who were campaigning against conscription. The Quebec vote may have
been a lost cause for the Union government, but it had to make sure it won the
rural English-Canadian vote, especially
in Ontario and the Prairies, which generally supported the Liberals.

Two Vandoos in the trenches, July 1916.

In rural areas, his announcement was
dubbed “the Mewburn promise.” From
that moment on, the chairman of the
Military Service Council instructed the
exemption tribunals to take agricultural
workers’ situation into consideration.62
On 2 December 1917, the promise became
law in the form of a decree that granted
exemptions to young farmers and agricultural labourers.63 The federal Minister of
Agriculture dispatched representatives
from his ministry into rural ridings to
help agricultural workers file appeals and
obtain exemptions. 64 For example, a
young Ontario farmer, W.H. Rowntree,
obtained his exemption from the appellate
tribunal on 8 December 1917. That judgement became a precedent: it recognized
that Rowntree had to stay on the farm

64

Exemptions enabled farmers to plan more calmly for the
planting and harvest of 1918, knowing that their sons and
hired men would be there to work side-by-side with them. In
Ontario, the exemptions granted encouraged the farmers to
increase their seeded acreage in the spring of 1918 to meet
Britain’s needs.67 And in Quebec in February 1918, Le SaintLaurent referred to the exemptions when urging farmers to
produce more.68 Unfortunately, military developments in 1918
that were unfavourable for the Allies, beginning with the
Germans’ Spring Offensive, changed the situation drastically.
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ment to emphasize the unity of the parties and the country in
the pursuit of the war, particularly with respect to conscription. During the federal election campaign of November–
December 1917, the federal government softened its position
with regard to farmers. The federal Minister of Agriculture
assured them that the government had no intention of taking
men who had skills required for agricultural work out of the
fields,60 and on 24 November, General Mewburn, Minister of
Militia, made a promise that calmed farmers. In a speech to
rural voters in Dundas, Ontario, he announced that an exemption would be granted to all farmers’ sons
and experienced farm labourers so that
they would be available for planting and
harvest in 1918. He also promised to
review any judgements refusing these
people exemptions.61

Anti-conscription parade in Victoria Square, Montréal, Quebec.
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On 21 March 1918, the Germans broke through the
French–British lines. In Europe, Canada’s Minister of Overseas
Military Forces, A.E. Kemp, was worried about the dwindling
numbers of reinforcements coming from Canada. On 27 March
1918, he sent the Minister of Militia a dispatch stating that he
needed 15,000 reinforcements for the infantry and 200 for the
cavalry, and that the men must leave England for the front by
the end of April. But as the Military Service Act had not produced the required numbers of recruits, the Minister of Militia
replied on 8 April, after the bloody riots in Quebec City, that
the best he could do was to send 4900 conscripts overseas in
April or early-May.69

The government was pursuing two contradictory goals, to Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Prime Minister of Canada, 1896-1911.
recruit more men and to increase food production, and it was
becoming more and more difficult for Canada to persevere
In the East, the United Farmers of Ontario organized a
with its war effort on two fronts at once. Manpower was march on Ottawa in May 1918. Quebec’s Minister of
stretched to the limit, and the farmers did not understand the Agriculture, J.-E. Caron, asked to be part of the delegation.77
government’s priorities. As he had in 1917, Wilfrid Laurier On 14 May, members of the United Farmers of Ontario, reprepointed out the government’s apparent inconsistency. 71 senting Ontario, and the Comptoir coopératif de Montréal,
Throughout the war, the Canadian government was never truly representing Quebec,78 assembled to meet with Robert Borden
able to manage the issue of farm labour in light of its objective in Ottawa. The delegation was made up of 5000 farmers (3000
of providing men for the Canadian Expeditionary Force.72 The from Ontario and 2000 from Quebec). Despite the cultural tenlack of conscription for active
Canadian labourers had its effect
for the entire duration of the First
World War, unlike the Second
World War, where the lessons
learned were incorporated into the
National Resources Mobilization
Act of 1940. Liberals representing
farming provinces introduced two
proposed amendments that would
have preserved the exemptions, but
they were defeated in the House.73
On 20 April 1918, the exemptions
granted in 1917 were lifted. Young
farmers (ages 20 to 22) had been
granted 72,825 exemptions; now
41,852 of them were lifted.74 The
impact was soon felt: in June 1918,
10,290 conscripts shipped out to
Britain, then another 11,158 in
July, and 13,977 in August. But the
price was high. 75 The farmers
regarded the lifting of the exempVoting ‘up the line’ during the 1917 federal election. All Canadians engaged in military service were
tions as a breach of the Union gov- eligible to vote, and ninety percent of them did so for Sir Robert Borden’s Union government that ran a
76
campaign based upon invoking conscription.
ernment’s election promise.
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In response, Robert Borden decided to act. On 19 April
1918, he raised the issue in the House of Commons by presenting a ‘draft’ decree that highlighted the urgency of the
situation on the Western Front, and provided for the lifting of
the exemptions. The Prime Minister felt that he was justified
in modifying the Military Service Act by decree before even
discussing it in the House, because the normal legislative process would cause delays that would be unacceptable, given the
military situation. He simply asked the members of Parliament
to pass a motion recognizing the decree. Wilfrid Laurier rose
to declare that the manœuvre was undemocratic and violated
the rules of Parliamentary procedure.70

The farmers met with Prime Minister
Robert Borden, the federal Minister of
Agriculture, the Minister of Militia, and the
President of the Privy Council and the ViceChairman of the War Committee. In his memoirs, Robert Borden noted that the atmosphere
of the meeting was extremely aggressive. 80
Four people, including J.-E. Caron, spoke on
behalf of the farmers. The first was Manning
Doherty from Malton, Ontario, who read the
petition on which the farmers had gathered signatures at the Russell Theatre. He emphasized
that the farmers were not in any way rebelling,
but that they wanted to inform the government
of the consequences of lifting the exemptions
for food production and to make it known that
they were disappointed that the promise to
exempt them had been broken; they had lost
confidence in the government. They had been
able to increase their seeded acreage before the
exemptions were lifted, but now they were facing a labour shortage that would cause Canadian
food production to drop by at least 25 percent81
To demonstrate their contribution to the war
effort, the petition highlighted the paradox that
the farmers had been encouraged to produce as
much as possible from 1915 to 1917, but
because of conscription, they were being prevented from doing so in 1918.82
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sions of previous years over French schools in
Ontario and over enlistment, the farmers from
both provinces spoke with a single voice, warning the government about the effect the lifting
of the exemptions would have on the 1918 harvests. For most of the farmers who participated,
it was the first time they had openly questioned
a federal government policy that they considered contrary to their interests.79

Soldiers of the Soil. The Canada Food Board issued this poster in a national appeal for
farm labour. It asked boys aged 15 to 19 to volunteer their summers as “Soldiers of the
Soil” on farms desperately short of labour. 22,385 ‘soldiers’ would serve, replacing farm
hands who had enlisted for military service.

After the farmers aired their grievances, Robert Borden
told them that the lifting of the exemptions had already been
voted on, and that they would have to obey the law.83 He
reminded them that, for the time being, Canada’s first duty
was to send reinforcements to support the men at the front.84
The famers saw his position as disrespectful to them, in that
Borden did not acknowledge the efforts they had made in previous years.85 Le Soleil reported that, after their meeting with
the Prime Minister, the farmers left angry and dissatisfied.86
Even though the government was not swayed, the march
on Ottawa had some effect. On 25 May 1918, exemptions were
granted to enable rural conscripts still stationed in Canada to
help with the planting and harvests of 1918.87 At harvest time,
the Minister of Militia published an insert in rural newspapers
to inform farmers that they could obtain leave for the 1918
harvest. He emphasized, however, that sending conscripts overseas was the higher priority.88 Thus, it can be seen that the
military authorities were not completely indifferent to the issue
of food, and that Canadian politicians were well aware of the
impact of conscription upon the harvests.89

66

Conclusion

T

he farmers did not carry out their threat to reduce the
acreage cultivated in 1918. In fact, 42 million acres of
Canadian land were cultivated in 1917, and that rose to 51
million acres in 1918. Despite their criticisms, Quebec and
Ontario farmers met the objectives that had been set by the
federal and provincial authorities: to increase the amount of
cultivated land in Quebec by 600,000 acres, and in Ontario, by
1,000,000 acres. But despite the increase in cultivated land
that had been achieved before the exemptions were lifted, the
main consequence of conscription was that the harvests of
1918 were disastrous. Canada’s production of wheat, which at
the time was defined as a ‘munition’ to support the Allies,
dropped from 233,742,850 bushels in 1917, to only
189,075,350 bushels in 1918.90 Moreover, the loss of trust in
the relationship between the government and the farmers of
Canada would have an impact during the post-war period.
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